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Abstract:
This paper outlines the journey towards ParlInfo Search, a high-profile service that
provides integrated access to bibliographic and full text information that is of interest
both to the Parliament of Australia and to the public in general. The paper outlines
the business needs of the system, stakeholder and governance issues and
discusses Parlinfo Search’s technical architecture and content solution, its features,
lessons learnt during the course of the project and future directions.
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Introduction
The Parliament of Australia has been an active producer of information resources
since it was first established in 1901. Parliaments are, within the
Westminster/Washminster tradition (Harris, 2001), committed to engagement with
citizens through identification and investigation of policy issues, community
consultation (most often through committee enquiries) and reviews/formulation of
legislation to implement decisions. Parliaments have a long tradition of publishing
their records, through Hansards and, in the case of the Parliament of Australia,
House of Representatives Votes and Proceedings and Senate Journals. In addition,
other publications of the Parliament are available including information on
parliamentary procedure, Senators and Members and information is provided for
those who wish to be involved in committee enquiries.

This paper outlines the challenges and opportunities achieved through the
replacement of ParlInfo, the Parliament of Australia’s parliamentary information
access system by ParlInfo Search, which was launched in September 2008. The
system is a high-profile service comprising a repository and search system providing
integrated access to bibliographic and full-text information that is of interest to both
the Parliament of Australia and the general public. The paper outlines the business
needs of the system, stakeholder and governance issues in providing a solution to
meet the needs of three different departments as business owners, the technical
architecture and content solution, ParlInfo Search features, lessons learnt and future
directions.

Business needs
Access to the records of the Parliament of Australia is considered to be a vital part of
our democracy. Each development in publishing over the past two decades, from
print to online, has brought opportunities for Australians to increase their knowledge
of and engagement with the Parliament. As the World Wide Web and other
applications have developed, parliaments have increasingly used the online
environment to publish their resources and enable greater interchange through Web
2.0 applications.

The online environment in the Parliament of Australia has developed through three
major stages:

(a) Parliamentary Database System (PDBS) provided a custom-built
character cell interface to the text retrieval product STATUS, launched
in 1988;

(b) ParlInfo, which replaced PDBS with a Windows-based interface
(ParlInfo Full Client) for internal users in 1997 and a web interface
(ParlInfo Web) in March 2003 (Macdonald, 1997 and Gilbert, 2001);
and

(c) ParlInfo Search launched in September 2008.

The system has high visibility. As the service providing access to parliamentary
information, use of ParlInfo is significant; for example, in 2007-08 over 17 million
searches were undertaken, with over 89% by members of the public. There were
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2,889,659 distinct queries in ParlInfo Full Client and 14,234,219 distinct queries in
ParlInfo Web.

By 2006, however, the existing system had reached the end of its life. Comments
received from a 2006 information communication and technology (ICT) survey
highlighted this:

“Parlinfo was excellent when I started here in mid-2004, but every time it's
'improved' it gets worse. It can no longer do things I need it to do and it is not
nearly as useful for my work in Hansard as it was, which makes my job more
difficult.”
“ParlInfo often freezes and needs to be shut down”
Web-based ParlInfo is unreliable -- it often returns an error at the most
inconvenient times.
 “It is … confusing (and no doubt expensive) to have different interfaces
(Parlinfo full client and Parlinfoweb) to Parlinfo files... “
ParlInfo needs to be improved.”
 “Parlinfo remains a problem. The interface is slow and cumbersome, and
unexplained anomalies often occur.”
 “ParlInfo has become so unreliable as to be rendered almost useless as a
research tool.” (Australia, Department of Parliamentary Services, 2006)

In late 2006, a project was approved to replace the ParlInfo system. The
replacement process involved extensive consultation with users and the
parliamentary departments as business owners, culminating in a statement of
requirements incorporated into an Expression of Interest from which a shortlist of
vendors was drawn. A Request for Tender was sent to the shortlisted vendors and
finally, in August 2007, SAIC Pty Ltd was selected and a contract was signed in late
2007.

Stakeholder management
Creating a new system for the public and those in the Parliament to access the rich
array of information resources was a challenging project. One of the most critical
steps in the early parts of the project was to understand the changing needs of
Senators and Members and their staff, staff in parliamentary departments and the
general public, and to discuss within the parliamentary departments the way
technology could be used to meet these needs. The methods used included a
survey, questionnaires, attendance at public forums seeking ad-hoc feedback and
consultation with a range of agencies and libraries throughout the project.

Additional complexity arose from the fact that there were three high-level ParlInfo
Search business owners, namely, the Departments of the Senate, House of
Representatives and Parliamentary Services, and each business owner had different
interests. For example, the Department of Parliamentary Services is responsible for
producing Hansard and the works from the Parliamentary Library. The chamber
departments (Senate and House of Representatives) are responsible for committees
and parliamentary procedure, including the passage of bills through the Parliament.
Weaving together the different publications from the departments and agreeing on
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priorities for search screens and relevance ranking involved consideration of the
needs of the three business owners and users.

The user community for the end product from the project was twofold:
(a) For those working in the Parliament, including Senators and Members and

their staff, the aim was to provide easy access to a wide array of
parliamentary resources, particularly to support complex searching, alerting
and community access; and

(b) For the wider community, the aim was to provide easy searching and
discovery (including through Google and other search services) of
parliamentary information resources.

From the outset, there was strong sponsorship and advocacy from the three
parliamentary departments and from the Office of Parliamentary Counsel (the
organisation responsible for drafting the bills which are made available through the
system). Representatives from these areas formed a Project Board and applied a
solid governance model to support business and system decision-making, allowing
for effective management of critical issues and stakeholders. Prince2 (Projects IN
Controlled Environments), which is a widely used methodology first developed by the
UK government in 1989, (United Kingdom Office of Government Commerce, 2009
and Prince2.com, 2009) was applied, to support the implementation of this complex
and diverse project and its business requirements. The Project Team comprised staff
from the Department of Parliamentary Services in the roles of Project Manager,
Project Officer and midway through the project, a Business Analyst.

In order to deliver the needs of the diverse user group, a wide range of stakeholders
actively participated in the project focus groups. This included representatives from
the Attorney-General’s Department, Office of Parliamentary Counsel and business
and user representatives from each parliamentary department. The Parliamentary
Library was a very keen group of stakeholders and provided valuable insights into
the needs of expert users. The other key stakeholder was the vendor, SAIC Pty Ltd,
who supplied the technology and technical expertise to deliver the solution.
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Figure 1: ParlInfo Search Stakeholders

The success of this project was in part, due to frequent stakeholder engagement and
their easy availability and accessibility to the project team. In the early stages of
requirement gathering, specific sessions were held with each parliamentary
department, including a number of library focus group sessions. This was followed
by involving representatives from each department to walk through the various
iterations of the layout and presentation of user interface screens.

These representatives were then involved in three cycles of user acceptance testing.
Usability and accessibility testing was conducted by an independent third party using
assistive technologies. In terms of user acceptance testing, as ParlInfo Search had a
completely new look and feel, it was deemed necessary for user acceptance testers
to undertake training prior to testing. Training was provided by the system vendor’s
representative and, in hindsight, it would have been more effective if the Project
Team had undertaken the training, given their familiarity with both the old and the
new systems. The biggest issue with user acceptance testing was the availability of
testers given competing work priorities. Providing three testing cycles enabled all
testers (a combination of novice and expert users) to conduct testing of an iteratively
enhanced system whilst increasing their familiarity with the new features and
functions offered.
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Once the system was accepted, a pilot system was delivered to this group. The pilot
quickly grew to include all members of the chamber departments and the
Parliamentary Library. This assisted in increasing the level of familiarity and
usefulness of the system immediately after it was officially launched. Two months
prior to the anticipated release date, all Parliamentary staff were invited to overview
sessions to introduce them to the changed interface. Initial training in the use of the
system after go-live date was conducted by the Project Team, and training has
subsequently has been undertaken by the Department of Parliamentary Services
Client Liaison section.

Since the launch of ParlInfo Search, the user base has quickly taken up the new
functionality. Non-profit groups such as Open Australia, Getup, legal firms,
accounting firms, educational institutes, libraries and other parliaments have
increased their use of the service. With Gov 2.0, it is anticipated that relationships
such as these will continue in an environment of participatory democracy,
collaboration and knowledge sharing across government agencies and between
government agencies and their communities.

External and internal groups continue to provide thought-provoking and valuable
feedback for future enhancements which will extend the useful life of ParlInfo Search
in providing accurate and timely delivery of parliamentary information.

System Architecture
Information in ParlInfo Search is created and maintained by a number of authoring
systems such as the Bills System, the Hansard Production System, an in-house
Generic Upload System for Chamber documents, and the Library’s Integrated
Library System and Information Storage and Retrieval System for all library database
records. Metadata and documents uploaded by these systems are stored in the
ParlInfo Search repository. The fundamental technology by SAIC Pty Ltd for ParlInfo
Search is TeraText ®, Outside In and an open source product, ‘wget’. The latest
versions of TeraText ®, and open source products provide leading edge technology
for efficient federated full text searching, the ability to extract or crawl and index
resources from other databases, systems and websites, in delivering real time and
current information in various formats to the user.

The system is designed to provide 99.9% availability, sub-second response time to a
search query, sufficient redundancy and segregation between the external facing
system and internal facing system to better manage copyright information and
licensed external applications. To present the search results, a standard XML format
is used and the ‘look and feel’ configuration of the interface uses a ‘master’ and web
page specific Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

To ensure the ParlInfo Search system is future-proofed, the design architecture
applies SOA (Service-orientated Architecture) principles. In brief, SOA principles are
based on standard interfaces and provide for interoperability between disparate
systems and services. The system seamlessly interacts with the Parliamentary user
authentication system, Active Directory, to ensure access to restricted information is
for internal users and departmental systems only.
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A high-level design of the ParlInfo Search architecture is shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: ParlInfo Search Architecture

The architecture also enables the general public and parliamentary staff to create
and save personal profiles of commonly accessed databases, search result numbers
per page, and to create and save alerts for user-defined search queries.

Content
ParlInfo Search represented a major change in design and content when compared
with the previous ParlInfo.

ParlInfo Search, found at http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/, was launched in September
2008 to provide the public and parliamentary staff with access to documents of the
Australian Parliament including proceedings, such as Hansard, House of
Representatives Votes and Proceedings and Senate Journals; committee resources,
bills from 2008 and related documents, material in library databases (some content
is available only to Senators and Members and their staff under copyright law),
publications of the Parliament; and as a new feature of ParlInfo Search, users are
able to search for information from the Parliament of Australia website from within
ParlInfo Search.

This system was also designed to integrate seamlessly with the Bills system to
publish in real-time a bill summary document called the Bill Homepage. Users have
found this document to be invaluable and easy to read as it details the status of
events for a bill with links to related documents. All bill documents are also published
in Word, HTML and PDF to maximise accessibility.
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An additional service provided by ParlInfo Search to parliamentary staff is ‘federated
searching’. Access to external databases such as AAP newswire, and Australian and
New Zealand Reference Centre, and internal resources from a single search has
been an invaluable ‘time saving’ service. In addition, ParlInfo Search (from the
Advanced Search/Browse screen) provides a one-stop shop to other external
systems such as Library Press Display. Access to external repositories conforms to
either the Z39.50 search protocol or SRU (Z39.50 over HTTP)/SRW (Z39.50 over
SOAP) search protocols.

Future enhancements to ParlInfo Search include improved integration with the
Parliament of Australia website, Hansard authoring system and chamber department
specific systems. These enhancements will improve searchability and accessibility
and provide a single authoritative source for an even wider range of parliamentary
information.

ParlInfo Search Features
Recognising that the world has changed, a fundamental principle of ParlInfo Search
is to deliver access to information in a user centred manner, understanding how the
user community searches for and accesses information in the twenty-first century. In
particular, it matches user expectations in accessing information by focusing on
‘getting’ rather than ‘finding’ information. As a web-based application, ParlInfo
Search meets the challenge of catering for both expert and novice users in a number
of ways and it offers many features that enhance the user experience including:

• a single access point to a wide range of parliamentary resources;

• the ability to search and browse using a single interface;

• a modern look and feel (including facets);

• “Google” like functionality, including snippets of contextual information which
allows users to determine whether a particular item is of interest;

• the ability for users to set up alerts to receive notification about new
information resources; and

• improved reliability, robustness and relevance of results using relevance
ranking which enables search results to be displayed in the most relevant
order for the user’s query.

Previously, there were two ParlInfo interfaces comprising of a Windows-based client
interface called ParlInfo Full Client for parliamentary staff (including electorate
offices) and a basic Web interface called ParlInfo Web, for the general public and for
parliamentary staff if they preferred to use a web interface.

ParlInfo Full Client offered Basic Search and Advanced Search using Boolean
operators, cross-database searching and a separate browsing functionality. Figure 3
shows a ParlInfo Full Client screen with the Chamber collection expanded to show
its component databases.
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Figure 3: ParlInfo Full Client Search screen

ParlInfo Web offered a basic text search of one collection at a time, which meant that
users could not search across, for example, Newspaper Clippings in the Media
collection and House of Representatives Hansard in the Chamber collection.

Figure 4: ParlInfo Web Quick Search screen
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Both ParlInfo Full Client and ParlInfo Web offered a separate Browse facility, where
links based on taxonomies were provided for navigation.

Federated searching
ParlInfo Search provides a federated searching model based on integrated access to
Parliamentary information resources using:

• metadata including the Library Catalogue;
• full text “crawled’ from websites, such as the Parliament of Australia website

and Chamber web pages;
• full text resources such as Hansard, Bills and Library resources; and
• external databases, such as Australian and New Zealand Reference Centre

and AAP, which are available to internal clients.

By mining rich data, users are able to search and directly access a resource with
only as much information as is required to identify its relevance.

Basic Search screen is the default front page for the general public. It does not
require any detailed knowledge of searching or where information resides in
parliamentary collections.

Figure 5: ParlInfo Search Basic Search screen

By default, words entered in the single search box are text searched across pre-
defined metadata and full text in all datasets and crawled websites. Words may be
keyed in and seamlessly, a Search Results set is displayed (Figure 7) where users
may refine their search using the Browse by categories (also called facets) on the
left column.

Advanced Search provides an interface for experienced or expert users, where they
can choose to search by text, search fields, date and collection or sub-collection or
any combination of these. A browse facility is available within the Advanced Search
screen by clicking on the magnifying glass icon beside each sub-collection which
may be browsed.
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Figure 6: ParlInfo Search Advanced Search screen

As with Basic Search, Advanced Search or Browse will lead to a set of Search
Results matching the search criteria and further refinement takes place via the
facets.

Access to document content, is immediately available on the Search Results screen
via the format icons next to each brief result item, and a full record of metadata and
content is viewed via the hyperlinked title.

Faceted searching
A powerful feature of ParlInfo Search is the introduction of faceted searching. When
a set of Search Results is displayed, a number of Browse by categories (facets)
display on the left. Facets inform users about the collections in which resources
reside and allow them to refine searches by categories such as Date, Parliament
Number, and Source. As the user begins to refine the search, more Browse by
categories appear in the left panel enabling deep exploration of information without
the user requiring any knowledge of databases or data fields.

Faceted searching “dynamically presents navigation based on choices the user
makes according to various parameters” (Earley, 2009). Clicking on a facet executes
an intelligent search, eliminating parameters that are no longer relevant.

For example, a text search for “information highway” which by default, searches all
parliamentary collections, results in hits from a number of collections, across a
number of dates and Parliaments.
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Facet searches of specific collections and sub-collections are based on metadata
fields, which are used to “drill down” to more information, such as author, title, and
source and very specific sub-collection information such as Speaker, Interjector,
Questioner, and Responder names in Hansard (Figure 7). Clicking on Speaker
eliminates any other facet from the search
.

Figure 7: Hansard facets

Web 2.0
In this age of participatory democracy and keen interest in the work of the
Parliament, one of the key business requirements for ParlInfo Search was the ability
for anyone, whether local, national or international, to have access to parliamentary
information. Accordingly, Web 2.0/Library 2.0 features have been implemented.

Alerts have been a particularly successful ParlInfo Search feature. Previously alerts
were created and maintained by Library staff in response to requests from Senators
and Members and their staff. With the advent of ParlInfo Search, alert functionality
became available for the wider public and the number of alert profiles has increased
48%. Alerts are delivered via emails containing the search query link. Clicking on the
link provides an up-to-the moment Search Results list of records matching the
search query, without having to re-key the search.

Another Web 2.0 feature is the ability for all users to obtain Really Simple
Syndication (RSS) feeds via an icon on the Search Results page. This provides
users with XML data that can be repurposed for their own use and it enables users
to access information as resources relating to their query are added.
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Online help
Context-sensitive Search Tips, as pictured in Figure 8, are presented to guide clients
in using ParlInfo Search’s functionality. An innovative component of the online help
was the in-house/commercial development of an online training video segmented
into sections to match specific functionality. The limitations of slow bandwidth were
taken into consideration in access options for the video and it is available in
immediate playback or it may be downloaded in its entirety and played back at a
later stage. Transcripts of the training video segments are also available.

Figure 8: ParlInfo Search Tips screen

Parliamentary Thesaurus
The Parliamentary Thesaurus was developed in 1989, in response to business
requirements that a subject indexing tool targeted for the Australian parliament be
developed. It comprises both topical and name headings, the latter of which are now
used by Hansard for Senators and Members. Direct access to the thesaurus is not
available to external users; however, by default, subject terms and phrases and
names are included in a free text search.

Data in the thesaurus is mined by the search engine which, when a free text
term/phrase matches one in the thesaurus, automatically generates a list of
Alternative Searches containing suggestions to replace the original free text search.
Users have found this particularly useful, as they may not have thought of these
alternative terms. Internal users are also able to view the subject term and its
broader and narrower terms from within the Search Results page as the search
engine explores the thesaurus taxonomy.
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User customisation
Another new feature in ParlInfo Search offers users the ability to customize database
searching and search results. There is a My Profile tab under which clients may
select the collections and sub-collections they routinely use, the number of words
surrounding a hit term in the snippet display on the Search Results page, and the
number of results per page to be displayed. Selections saved in My Profile are
transferred to the Advanced Search/Browse page and are retained between
sessions. My Profile may be altered at any time with immediate effect on the
Advanced Search/Browse page.

On the Advanced Search/Browse page, there are results options, i.e. results per
page and sort order of search results that may be customized for a specific search.
Furthermore, clients may change the order of search results on the Search Results
page.

User views and feedback
The move to ParlInfo Search was a very significant change for those clients who
were used to the previous system. Throughout the development of ParlInfo Search,
both internal and specific external users provided valuable feedback which led to a
number of positive changes, mostly with regard to searching functionality. The look
and feel of ParlInfo Search was quite different from the previous systems and clients,
at first, doubted that data had migrated correctly. Faceted searching was a
completely new approach for most users and careful instruction on the use of
faceted searching has established user confidence in obtaining the information they
require even though it is accessed in a different way.

A generic mailbox was set up so that internal and external users could provide
comment and feedback and ask questions if they had any difficulties in getting the
information they required. Initially there were many emails, but over the past 6
months they have reduced considerably, to the point where the Department of
Parliamentary Services Client Liaison and Support team could take over first level
support.

Lessons learnt
The ParlInfo Search Replacement project was considered a successful project in
that it met its objectives at each stage of the project and delivered on time and within
budget. Even with the success of the project, there were lessons learnt that can be
applied to any project.

A critical factor was the essential need for communication. A communication plan
was created by the Project Team and this underpinned all communication.

At the outset, brainstorming workshops were held with specific user groups to
answer four simple questions:

(a) How did they use the existing (ParlInfo) system?
(b) What did they like about the existing system (ParlInfo)?
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(c) What didn’t they like about the existing system? and
(d) What were they looking for in a new system?

From the workshop results, a set of requirements was drawn up and further
discussions took place in business focus groups, before requirements were officially
signed off by the Project Board and incorporated in the Expression of Interest and in
the Request for Tender.

A Sharepoint teamsite was established to inform all Parliament House users about
the project’s progress. Additionally, every mechanism available in Parliament House
as a communication tool was used and these included publications sent to Senators
and Members, Chamber and Department of Parliamentary Services newsletters, and
Library newsletters. One month prior to ParlInfo Search’s release, information and a
video were made available on the Parliament of Australia website.

The second factor was that a good governance process was established. For the
first time, the system had a business owner in the Parliamentary Librarian. As this
was a shared project across the 3 parliamentary departments, it was appreciated
that the Project Board were very positive, supportive and available given the
intricacies of the parliamentary sitting schedule and the heavy workload that all
departments undertake during sitting periods. The value of an established
governance process during the project led to a policy being created where ongoing
governance will be maintained by a ParlInfo Search Advisory Board to whom a
ParlInfo Search Advisory Group will provide recommendations after consultations
with the areas they represent. A ParlInfo Search Business Manager and a ParlInfo
Search Technical Administrator have been designated and a roles and
responsibilities document has been drafted, outlining the roles and responsibilities of
groups involved in the ongoing maintenance of ParlInfo Search.

The key SAIC members and the Project Team were very important and
demonstrated operational flexibility. That is not to say that it was ‘smooth sailing’ all
the way, but overall, the relationship was mutually beneficial. One of the Project
Board members commended the fact that this project had actually been completed
after two false starts in previous years.

Having a two-year long project meant that, inevitably, there were some changes in
personnel involved in the project. There was a change in Project Board membership
and it has become apparent that appropriate handover is required in the future, as it
is for any change in membership of the focus groups.

The focus group activities were challenging for the Project Team. The size of the
business focus group was unwieldy and some members felt they were not involved.
There appeared to be less communication between focus group members and their
work areas than planned. This may have been a result of change in membership,
and more consistent representation of users who could dedicate their time to
meetings, training (to prepare for testing) and then testing would have been
beneficial.

As the user acceptance testing period began, a number of errors and fixes occurred
accompanied by some hardware problems. This caused difficulties for some testers
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and led to the perception that the system was unstable or inadequate. The delays
that these problems created had an impact on staff resources, project timeframes,
user confusion and the initial level of confidence in the product. The lesson to be
learnt is to ensure that system testing is rigorously undertaken prior to user
acceptance testing.

Conclusion
Creating a user-centred resource discovery service for the Parliament of Australia
has been a complex task. The new and emerging needs of the community for Web
2.0 services had provided the opportunity to use international standards, such as
XML and Z39.50, to support easy and effective data management and also to allow
for easy repurposing of the data. The uptake of the new system has been significant.
From January 2009 to October 2009, over 600 new user-generated alerts were
created, indicating increased user access to parliamentary information. Over the
same period, use of the Library’s collections grew by 50% and other collections also
experienced increases in use.

Figure 9: ParlInfo Search Use by the Public
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A range of further developments is planned to increase the usefulness of the service.
Hansard is only available on the system from 1981 onwards. A project is underway
with an Australian company to digitise Hansard progressively back to 1901 to fill this
gap. In addition, we hope to digitise bills and explanatory memoranda back to 1901.

A new system of governance has been put into place to ensure continuous
development of the service. Regular small enhancements continue to be made, and
work to increase the functionality of the system is planned for 2010. Many related
systems are also being replaced, which should lead to greater efficiencies and
improved data access. For example, the Hansard Production System, which is used
to record the proceedings of the Parliament, and the Library’s Information Storage
and Retrieval System, will be replaced in 2010.

The Parliament of Australia web site is also being replaced and the aim is to use
much of the underlying functionality of ParlInfo Search for the web search service.

Discussion has also been held with the Gov2.0 Task Force about ensuring easy
access to parliamentary proceedings and we watch with interest, developments
regarding Creative Commons and whole of government interoperability and reuse of
data.

Overall, the new ParlInfo Search system provides a solution which gives a future to
ongoing developments in access to parliamentary information. Undertaking a project
with three major data owners required solid governance and communication
strategies. In addition, communicating to the public meant that decisions and trials of
functionality needed to address expert and novice users. The project opened up
access to parliamentary information and provides an example of using open source
and Australian developed software, with a strong commitment to using Web 2.0 as
far as possible within the Australian parliamentary environment.
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